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This paper is concerned with the effective computation of approxima- 
tions to higher order derivations. Let i? be the ring of real smooth func- 
tions on some vector space I’, with coordinates .ti, . . . . x,,,, and let R be the 
subring of real polynomial functions on I’. Given integers d r > 0 and 
several derivations F, , . . . . FM of R, we want to find derivations E,, . . . . E, 
of R such that 
E,(a)l..=,=F,,(u)I,=o, (*I 
for all polynomials a E R of degree less than or equal to d and all higher 
order derivations E, = E,$ . . . E,, and Fy: = F,, . . . Fy,, where y = (11 i , . . . . y,), 
and 1 < yi < M, of length s less or equal to r. The reason for wanting such 
derivations E,, . . . . E, is simple. Given several derivations F,, . . . . F,, it is 
useful to have derivations E,, . . . . E, which are good local approximations 
to the F, and which are easy to compute with. Notice that since the right- 
hand sides of Eqs. (*) are known, while the left-hand sides involve the 
unspecified coefficients of the polynomial functions, the equations are 
equivalent to a system of nonlinear algebraic equations involving the coef- 
ficients. It is the purpose of this paper to give an algorithm which solves 
such a system, when a solution exists. In fact, as the title suggests, this 
algorithm will work by solving a sequence of r linear systems. 
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We next describe three situations in which Eqs. (*) arise. The first situa- 
tion involves nilpotent approximations. Given a multi-index 7 = (7 , , . . . . il,)- 
let 
FL;., = [FTr, . . . . [F,.,, F;,] ” .] 
denote a Lie bracket of lengtlz 171 = Y. The Lie bracket FL;., may be iden- 
tified with a vector field on I’. Therefore, for any s E V, F~:,,(.Y) may be 
viewed as a vector, that is, an element of V. Assume that there is an integer 
r > 0 such that 
span (Fr,.,(O) : 11’1 <r) = V. 
Equations (*), with d = 1. become 
for p = 1. . . . . N. Since any Lie bracket FL,., of length r may be expanded 
where c, are scalars, this implies 
for p = 1, . . . . N. Since s,, . . . . X, is the dual basis for I’, this in turn implies 
that the corresponding Lie brackets agree at the origin. It is easy to 
arrange for the E, , . . . . E, to generate a nilpotent Lie algebra. Therefore, we 
have one means of generating nilpotent approximations to systems of 
vector fields. 
Nilpotent approximations have become an important tool in control 
theory. Krener [12] was the first to make explicit use of nilpotent Lie 
algebras in control theory, with other important contributions made by 
Hermes [S, 91, Crouch [2, 33, Bressan [l], and Hermes et al. [lo]. The 
basic idea is simple to describe. Consider a control system evolving in RN 
i(t) = F,(x(t)) + u(t)FJx(t)) 
x(0) = 0 E RN, 
where F, and F2 are two vector fields defined in a neighbaurhood of the 
origin of RN and t + u(t) is a control. Suppose for a moment that 
1. at the origin all Lie brackets formed from r or fewer E’s agree with 
the corresponding Lie bracket formed from the F’s and that 
2. the E’s generate a nilpotent Lie algebra of step r. 
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Then it can be shown easily that the trajectory t + s(t) of the control 
system defined by the F’s is close for small time to the corresponding 
trajectory t -+ y(t) defined by the E’s in the sense that there exists a 
diffeomorphism /1 such that 
I4y(t)) -.x(t)1 d Ct’, 
holds for small time t, for some constant C. If the E’s satisfy some 
mild technical conditions (they have polynomial coefficients and are 
homogeneous of weight 1 ), then it can be shown easily that the trajectories 
of the E system may be explicitly computed by quadrature involving the 
control U. In general, vector fields E, and E, with prescribed Lie brackets 
at the origin doe not exist. Equations (*) provide sufficient, but not 
necessary, conditions for prescribing Lie brackets at a point. 
Nilpotent approximations have also been used to study the hypoellip- 
ticity of partial differential equations. This was first done in Folland and 
Stein [4] and extended with contributions by Rothschild and Stein 1151, 
Rothschild [ 143, and Rockland [13]. Consider the hypoellipticity of a 
partial differential operator 
where the F, are smooth real valued vector fields defined in a neighborhood 
of the origin of [WN. Rothschild and Stein [lS] showed how to add new 
variables in an appropriate fashion so that the vector fields F,, . . . . F, are 
replaced by vector fields F,, . . . . FM defined in a larger space [w’ with the 
property that the latter vector fields are free (in an appropriate sense) at a 
given point. It turns out that the vector fields F,,..., F, are well 
approximated by the generators E,, . . . . E, of a free, nilpotent Lie algebra 
gM,r, for some r. The hypoellipticity of the well understood operator [ 111 
can then be used to determine the hypoellipticity of the original operator. 
Another application occurs in symbolic computation. The explicit com- 
putation of derivations Fi acting on general functions may be quite difficult. 
On the other hand, for many applications, it may be enough to make use 
of the E, acting on polynomials. In the last section we give explicit formulas 
for such actions. See [6] for related material. 
The arguments in this paper require a certain amount of combinatorics. 
We feel that this is made most palatable by encoding the information into 
finite rooted trees. In fact, the relation between finite rooted trees and 
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higher order derivations is central to this paper. The necessary background 
material is covered in Section 1. Sections 2 and 3 contain the combinatorial 
lemmas which are the basis of the proof of the main theorem. The reader 
may want to skip the proofs in this section during the first reading. Recall 
that we are interested in higher order derivations with polynomial coef- 
ficients and certain nonlinear algebraic equations involving these coef- 
ficients. Section 4 presents the nonlinear algebraic equations which arise 
when higher order derivations act on linear monomials. The main theorem 
is stated and proved in Section 5. This expresses a higher order derivation 
acting on a linear monomial and evaluated at zero in terms of lower order 
expressions of the same type. Section 6 gives an analogous result for higher 
order derivations acting on arbitrary monomials. 
1. HIGHER ORDER DERIVATIONS, TREES, AND LIE ALGEBRAS 
In this section we review some facts about graded Lie algebras, following 
Goodman [S]. We also describe an algebra structure on a family of rooted 
trees associated with higher derivations, and define some homomorphisms 
connecting this algebra to other algebraic structures we use. 
We first make a number of definitions. Let V be a real vector space with 
a direct sum decomposition 
v= v, @ .” @ v,, 
and let R be the ring of real polynomial functions in V. Define a one 
parameter group of dilutions {S, : t > 0) by 
where 11, E V,, 
and put 
R,,= {a~R~a~:~6,=t”aj; 
these are the polynomials homogeneous oj’ weight m. 
Fix a homogeneous basis e,, . . . . e, of V and let -x1, . . . . .xN denote the dual 
basis of V*. Note that e, is of weight I in case e, E V,; we write wt(e,) = 1. 
Let f = (f,, . . . . ,fN) be a multi-index, where 
J; 20, . . . ..fv20 
and denote 
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The weight of -yf is given by 
wt(xf) = 1 f, wt(x,). 
For example, if X, E R,, then .Y-IE R,, since fl= wt(-yu/). Since 
R,,RncR,+., the decomposition 
is a grading of the algebra of polynomial functions R. 
Since R is generated by 1 and the linear functions x], . . . . xN, any deriva- 
tion E of the ring R is determined by its action on V*. Therefore the 
derivation E may be written 
where 
b,, = E(x,) and 
In other words the derivations of R are simply the vector fields on Y with 
polynomial coefficients. 
Fix M derivations E,, . . . . E, of the ring R. We now define the higher 
order derivations generated by E, , . . . . E,. Let lQ( E,, . . . . E,) denote the 
polynomial algebra over R in the noncommuting variables E,, . . . . E,,, that 
is, the free noncommutative algebra generated by E,, . . . . E,. If 
PE R<E,, . . . . EM >, then p(E,, . . . . EM) induces a R-linear map of R to itself, 
which we call a higher order derivation, and which we denote by x(p). We 
denote the algebra of higher order derivations of R generated by E, , . . . . E, 
by 
The map 
Diff(E,, . . . . E,; R). 
x: IW(E ,, . . . . EM) + Diff(E,, . . . . E,; R) 
is an algebra homomorphism. We say that a higher order derivation is 
homogeneous of weight m in case 
P(a~6,)=t”(p(a))~6,, for all t E 53 and all a # R. 
At this point we introduce some notation which will be used in the 
examples throughout the remainder of the paper. 
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EXAMPLE 1. For i = 1, . . . . r, let d, denote the dimension of the subspace 
Vi and let (e,,, . . . . eld,} and {.Y,, , . . . . .X,,,j ’ denote the basis and dual basis of 
Vi. Note that the subscripts indicate to which graded component the 
variable belongs. Throughout the examples, we assume that E,, . . . . E, are 
derivations of the ring R which are homogeneous of weight 1. As an 
illustration, assume that V is the direct sum of two one-dimensional spaces 
V, and V2. Then (sl,) and (.Y,,) are bases of 1’: and VT; E, = 
sr ,(?/(?.Y?~) and E, = ?/d.u, 1 are two derivations homogeneous of weight 1; 
and, E,E, is a second order derivation homogeneous of weight 2. 
Let 5!{6PF(E,, . . . . E,,)I\ be the vector space which has as basis the set 
of all finite rooted trees, in which all nodes but the root are labeled using 
E,, . . . . E,,. (This labeling may have the same E?, used as a label on more 
than one node.) We define a multiplication in Iwjlp,F(E,, . . . . E,,)} as 
follows. Since the set of labeled rooted trees is a basis, it is sufficient to 
describe the product of two such trees. Suppose t, and 1, are two labeled 
rooted trees. Let s,, . . . . s, be the children of the root of I,. If t, has n + 1 
nodes (counting the root), there are (n + 1)’ ways to attach the r subtrees 
of f, which have s,, . . . . s, as roots to the labeled tree tz by making each s, 
the child of some node of rz, keeping the original labels from t, The 
product t, t, is defined to be the sum of these (n + 1)’ labeled trees. It can 
be shown (see [7]) that this product is associative, and that the tree whose 
only node is the root is a multiplicative identity. 
Since R(E,, . . . . E,) is the free associative algebra generated by 
E,, . . . . E,, there is a unique algebra homomorphism 
4: R(E,, . . . . E,,,) -+ iw{US(E,, . . . . E,+,)j 
sending E,, to the tree with two nodes: the root, and its one child, labeled 
with E,.. 
We define a map 
$: IW{YJ(E,, . . . . E,w)) + Diff(E,, . . . . Eh,; R) 
as follows: 
1. Given a labelled rooted tree t E YF(E,, . . . . E,) with m + 1 nodes, 
name the root 0, and name the other nodes 1, . . . . m. To each node k of t 
other than the root, associate the summation index pr. 
2. Let k be a node of t, labeled with E;,, if k is not the root, and 
suppose that 1, . . . . I’ are the children of k. Let 
{ 
D 
R(k) = “I 
. ..D h”” 9, I(* if k is not the root; 
D,,, . D,,, if k is the root. 
Note that R(k) depends on the p,; note also that if k > 0, then R(k) E R. 
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l)(t)= 5 R(m)...R(l)R(O). 
p,. ..,I’m = I 
4. Extend $ to all of R{US(S,, . . . . E,V)). by linearity. 
PROPOSITION 2. The map 
$2 R{6pF(E*, . ..) E,) 
is an algebra homomorphism. 
] + Diff(E, , . . . . E, ;R) 
Proof: Let t,, t, E LZ’F(E,, . . . . Ezvf). We must show that $(t,)$(?)= 
$(fi f2). Fix a E R and consider $(tl)$( t,)(a). From the definition of I), if 
t, has n + 1 nodes, 
IC/(tda) = c R(n) .. . (Nob). 
Now consider $(t,)$(tz)(a). Each node of t,, other than the root, adds a 
summation index to the expression for $(t,)@(t,)(a), Call vi the summa- 
tion index added by the node i. Note that both $(tl) \C/(t*)(a) and 
Il/(tr tz)(a) involve sums over m + n summation indices. 
A node i of t, other than the root adds a factor R(i) to each term in the 
expression for $(t,)e(t2)(a). The same factor will also appear in each term 
of the expression for $(t, tz)(a), since the node i will appear as a nonroot 
node of each tree in t, t,. Suppose that the root of t, has Y children. When 
II/( t,) is applied to each term R(n) ... (R(O)a) of $(tz)(a), the result will be 
Dv, ... D,,(R(n) . . . (R(O)a)), multiplied by the terms corresponding to the 
nonroot nodes of t,. The product rule for differentiation implies that 
Dv, . . . D,,(R(n) . . . (R(O)a)) is the sum of terms, one corresponding to each 
possible way that the D,, can be applied to the factors R(n), . . . . R(l), and 
R(O)a. But these correspond exactly to the possible ways in which the 
subtrees of t, whose roots are the children of the root of t, can be attached 
to the nodes of t, in the definition of the product. In each term of 
Dv, ... D,(R(n) ... (R(O)a)), the factor D,,, . . . D,,,W) (or Du,i . D,,kNOb)) 
can be seen to be a factor which would arise in the computation of the 
term of $(fi t?)(a) which comes from the tree in t, t, in which the nodes 
zl, . . . . i, of t, are attached to node j (or to the root) of t,. Thus both 
$(t,)$(tz)(a) and $(tltz)(a) equal the summation over equivalent sets of 
summation indices of the same sums of terms. This completes the proof of 
the proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3. x = II/ 04. 
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Prooj: It can be immediately checked that the two homomorphisms 
x, +& R(E,, . . . . E,,,) + Diff(E,, . . . . E,,,; R) 
agree on the generating set E,, . . . . E,,, of R(E,, . . . . E,&,). The proposition 
follows. 
2. A RECURRENCE RELATION 
In this section we give a recurrence relation which allows us to compute 
the action of a tree on a monomial in terms of the actions of smaller trees 
on monomials. 
If ,f= (fi, . . . . f,), let .Y-’ denote the monomial xc’ . $, and let 
t E YJ(E,, . . . . E,w) be a labeled tree. If the root of t has r children, 
removing the root of t and removing the labels from the roots of the 
resulting r trees gives Y labeled trees which we will usualy denote t,, . . . . t,. 
We will call these trees the trees associated with the children of the root oj’t. 
If E;., is the label removed from the root of the ith tree to produce the 
labeled tree ti, we will call E;,, the label associated Irith the root of tj in the 
tree t. 
We will prove 
THEOREM 4. Let t E A?‘Y(E,, . . . . E,,,) he a labeled tree whose root has r 
children, Ichid are labeled Ei.,, . . . . ET,. Let the derivation 
E,,= 1 c:‘(;‘,).u’D,,, 
I’. / 
and let t,, . . . . t, be the labeled trees associated with the children of the root 
oft. Then 
where the sum is taken over all p,, . . . . p, = 1, . . . . N, and over all vectors 
g,, . . . . g, qf nonnegative integers. Note that for each i and p. the coefficient 
cz(y;) is nonzero for 0nlJt finitely many g. 
Proof From the definition of $ in Section 1 we know that 
$(t).u’= c R(k)~~~R(O)(.lJ) 
ii,...-./u 
= 1 R(k)...R(l)D, ;.. D,,,.Yf. 
1’1. . . .lli 
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If I, , . ..) I, are the numbers associated with the nodes in the subtree ti of 
t, and if E,,, is the label that was associated with the root of ti in the tree 
t, it is clear that 
Grouping the factors in R(k). . . R( 1) so that the R(I) corresponding to 
nodes in the same subtree are grouped together, we see that the theorem 
follows. 
Note that the factor D,, ... DP72c’ which appears in the theorem is simply 
a monomial whose coefficient is a product of binomial coefficients which 
depend on pLi and f,. We can give an explicit value for this in case r = Ifl, 
where we denote 
lfl = 5 .fP 
i=l 
We say that (p,, . . . . 11,) -f if 1 occurs fi times among the ,ni, . . . . and N 
occurs f,,, times among the pi. Note that if (,u,, . . . . pr) -A then Y= Ifl. 
DEFINITION 5. Suppose that (p,, . . . . ,uL,) -f: Then 
01 9 ...> p,) =fi ! . .fN!. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose r = If 1. Then 
ProoJ We prove this by induction on r. It is clear for r = 1. Let k = pL,. 




Note that (p,, . . . . pL,)-+f if and only if (pi, . . . . P,+~) -f’. By induction 
D,,, . . . DprdLxf = 
f;! . ..fh! if (P,, . . . . L,) -f’ 
0 otherwise. 
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It follows that 
D,, ‘. D,;Y =.fxDLl, . ‘. D,, ,..,. Yf’ 
=,f’; ! .,f,,f‘; ! f:, ! 
=,f, ! .f,! 
= E(/lI. . . . . p,), 
if (pl, . . . . p,) -5 and equals 0 otherwise. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
We will need the following corollary to Lemma 6 in a later section. 
LEMMA 7. 
Proqj: If Ifi <r, then differentiation of the monomial r times results 
in 0. 
If IfI > Y, then differentiation of the monomial r times results in a non- 
constant monomial, which evaluates to 0 when we set x=0. 
In the remaining case, differentiation results in a constant which we 
evaluate using Lemma 6. This completes the proof of the lemma, 
3. SOME COMBINATORIAL LEMMAS 
In this section we prove lemmas which give recurrence relations on 
certain sums of trees These lemmas will be used in the proofs of 
Theorems 20 and 22. 
If t is a tree with m + 1 nodes, and i, < .. < i, are positive integers, by 
a heap labeling of t by i,, . . . . i, we mean an assignment of i,, _.., i, to the 
nodes of t other than the root such that if j is assigned to a node of t, and 
k is assigned to a child of that node, then j< k. If j is assigned to a node, 
we will sometimes say that the node is namedj, and sometimes simply refer 
to the node as j. 
DEFINITION 8. Let i, < . < i, be positive integers. Then 
o,(i,, . . . . i,,,) = C 1, 
where the sum ranges over all heap labeled trees t with m + 1 nodes, 
labeled by i, , . . . . i,,. 
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Let i, < . < i, be positive integers. Then 
where the sum ranges over all heap labeled trees t with m + 1 nodes, 
labeled by ii, . . . . i,,, whose root has exactly k children. 
Note that 
cJrn(ilr .. . . i,)= 5 ~,,*.k(il, . ..> i,). 
k=l 
We will derive a recursive description of cm,,( 1, . . . . m). Note that the root 
of each tree in this expression has exactly one child, which is named 1. We 
will denote by e the tree with exactly one (unnamed) node. We will denote 
by ek the tree with exactly one node, which is named k. If t is a tree with 
exactly one node (that is, if t is e, or e, for some k), and if X= {t,, . . . . t,} 
is a set of trees, then t--X is the tree formed by making the roots of 
t, 3 . ..’ t, children of the unique node of t. Note that it is possible to define 
the operation - even when the tree t has more than one node (see [7] for 
details). 
If t, and t, are two heap labeled trees which are labeled with disjoint sets 
of positive integers, we will denote by t, 0 t, the heap labeled tree formed 
by identifying the roots of t, and t,. Note that if t, has m, + 1 nodes and 
t, has m2 + 1 nodes, then t, 0 t, has m, + m2 + 1 nodes. We extend the 
definition of the operation 0 to linear combinations of trees by requiring 
that it be bilinear. 
LEMMA 9. 
~m,~(l,...,m)=Ce-{e,-{~,,.,(j,,,...,j,,,),...,a,,,,(jk ,,..., jkk)}), 
where the sum is taken over all partitions { (j,, , . . . . j,,, }, . . . . {j,, , . . . . jk,k ‘, } of 
the set {2, . . . . m). 
Proof. If t is a heap labeled tree with m nodes labeled by 2, . . . . m, we 
have a corresponding partition { {ji,, . . . . j,,,), . . . . (jkl, . . . . jklk}} of the set 
f2, . . . . m} gotten by decomposing t with respect to the operation 0 into 
subtrees whose root has exactly one child, and taking as the subsets in the 
partition the sets of labels on the subtrees. Summing over all possible heap 
labeled trees, and partitioning the sum of the decomposed trees into groups 
of terms corresponding to partitions of the set (2, . . . . m), we get 
0, - ,(2, ..*, m)=Ca,,.,(j,,, . . . . jl,,) 0 . . 0 g/,, I(jk, , ..., jk,A) 1, 
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where the sum is taken over all partitions { {j,, , . . . . j,,, >, . . . . (j,, , . . . . j,,*J 1 
of the set (2, . . . . m). We now apply the linear map which sends each heap 
labeled tree into the heap labeled tree formed by naming the root 1 and 
making it the unique child of a new root to get the equation in the lemma. 
LEMMA 10 
where the sum ranges ooer all k-fold partitions ( {j,, , . . . . j,,, 1, . . . . 
{jk13 . . . . jklk > } of {i, , . . . . i,, )., nxith jm, < < jm,,, and j,, < . < j,, 
Proof: From Definition 8, we have that gm,,Jil, . . . . i,) is the sum of all 
heap labeled trees t(i,, . . . . i,,) with nl + 1 nodes, named i,, . . . . i,,, whose root 
has exactly k children. For each k-fold partition { (j,, , . . . . j,,, ), . . . . 
{jkl. . . . . jklk)} of (i, , . . . . i,}, group together those trees in g,,Z,k(i,, . . . . i,,) in 
which the elements of members of that partition are used to label the 
subtrees whose roots are the children of the root of the tree. It is easy to 
see that as the whole tree ranges over all heap labeled trees whose root has 
k children, and whose k subtrees are labeled with {j,,, . . . . j,,,}, . . . . 
{jkl, . . . . jkll}, the k subtrees range independently over all trees labeled with 
Ijll, . . . . jll, ), . . . . {.jkl, . . . . .lklk I’ 1 It follows that the sum of these trees is 
ah.,(j,, , . . . . .iu,) Cl .. 0 aik,,(j,, , . . . . j,,k). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
If f is a heap labeled tree with m + 1 nodes, named j, < . . < j,, and if 
(E:,,, . . . . E,.,J is an ordered sequence of labels, we will sometimes speak of 
the labeled heap labeled tree, which we will denote t(E,.,, . . . . I?,_), in which 
the node named j, is labeled with E;,,. (Note that there is no requirement 
that E;., , . . . . Ei, be distinct.) We define o,(E,, , . . . . E,,) and a,,,(E,,, , . . . . E,,) 
in the obvious fashion. We will denote the tree with exactly one node, 
labeled with E;,, by eEY. Lemmas 9 and 10 generalize as follows. 
LEMMA 11. 
=Ce- h.,1 - h,,l(E,i,,, . . . . E;.,,,,), . .. . 0,,,,(E,,,,, . . . . E,k,k))}, 
where the sum is taken over all partitions { (j,, , . . . . j,,, >, . . . . {j,, , . . . . jkir 1 ) qf 
the set (2. . . . . m 1. 
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LEMMA 12. 
c,&.;,~ > ..I, E;,,,,) 
=C~,,.I(E:,,,....,E:.~,,, )O...Ooi,.l(Ei.ii,,...,E,,i,~), 
u>here the sum rarlges over all k,fold partitions ; [il I, “‘3 .i,,, 1, -., 
{jkl ,..., j,,k}} of (il ,..., i,,}, withj,,< ... <jm,,-, audj,,< ... cj,,. 
The following lemma gives a specific description of the map 4. 
LEMMA 13. qS(EYm . . E;., ) = a,( E;., , . . . . E;,,). 
ProoJ: We prove this by induction on m. It is clear for 111 = 1. Assume 
m > 1. Since q5 is an algebra homomorphism, 
d(E,n, . . .E,.,)=~(E,_)~(E:,_I...E;.,) 
= W&n,- ,(E,,, . ..v E;,,m,) 
Since &ET,) is the tree with two nodes, with the child of the root labeled 
with Eyn3, the last product is formed by attaching a node labeled E,_ to 
every node in every tree in (T,, ~ ,(E,_-, , . . . . E7,), and summing all the result- 
ing trees. This sum is easily seen to be o,(E;,_, . . . . E;,,). This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
4. HIGHER ORDER DERIVATIONS ACTING ON LINEAR MONOMIALS 
In this section we begin our study of higher order derivations acting on 




Here we use the notation of Example 1. It is easy to see that these expres- 
sions may be written in terms of the coefficients that define the derivations 
E,, . . . . E, : the purpose of this section is to derive these formulae. 
The derivation E, is of the form 
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where c;(y) E R. At the end of this section in Example 18 we will give 
explicit formulae for the above expressions in terms of the c;(g). 
We begin by extending the definitions of Section 1 from 
R{PF(E,, . . . . E,)) to RjIpS(E,, . . . . EnI)]@ V*. Let j denote the 
evaluation map 
;?: IF!(E,, . . . . E,,,) @ V* -+ iw, 
defined by 
for p E 52 < E,, . . . . E,), and a E V*. If W is a vector space over R, we 
denote by I,+.: W + W the identity map. The map 2 is simply the map 
x 0 IV*, followed by the application map p 0 a w  p . a, and the evaluation 
map a~+&,~. 
In a similar manner, we define IJ to be the map $0 IL.*, followed by the 
application map and the evaluation map. We can describe $ directly as 
follows, giving its value on t 0 .Y~,, where t E P’S(E,, . . . . E,,,,) has m + 1 
nodes, and xP E V*, and extending it linearly. Suppose that the root of t 
has one child, named 1. Further suppose that the children of the node 
named j of the labeled tree t are named I, . . . . I’. Note that if (pi, . . . . p,) -+f, 
we will sometimes write c” P,l.,,,,P,(y) for c;(y). To each nodej of the labeled 
tree t, we define an element C(j; t) of the field IR as 
C(j; t) = 
i 
4h “‘) Pr)C:: ,,,... JYA for j= 1; 
4h ...+ PLI#::, ,,,,‘, (y,) for j = 2, . . . . m. 
It is important to note that C( j; t) depends both on the tree t and also on 
the indices p,, . . . . pm. We will abbreviate C( j; t) by C(j). 
LEMMA 14. 
S(e3x,) = c,:. . ..pm C( 1) . . . C(m 1 
if the root oft has exactly one child 
0 other%Yse. 
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Proof This formula is a simple consequence of the definitions. We com- 
pute 
Observe first that if the root of t has more than one child then 
$(r@x:rc) = 0, since R(0) is a differential operator of degree 2 or more. 
Suppose then that the root of r has exactly one child. Then R(0) = D,,, and 
R(O)(x,) 1~ = 0 is nonzero precisely when p = p, Consider next any of the 
other nodes of the tree t, say the one named j. Assume that j has children 
named 1, . . . . I’ and that j is labeled with E;.,. Then 
R(j) = Dl,, . D,,, blf; 
as required. 
= D,, . . .D,,. c ~$%+‘l r=,, 
150 
= c c~(~,)(D~,;..D~,~-~‘lr=o) 
f’2 0 
= dP,, “‘7 P,4$ ,,,.(Y,)> 
EXAMPLE 15. See Example 1 for unexplained notation. 
1. Let t be the labeled tree consisting of the root, and a child of the 
root labeled Es,. Then t OX,, is sent by $ to ck(y,). 
2. Let t denote the rooted tree consisting of three nodes such that the 
root has one child labeled E,,, and the child of the root has one child 
labeled E;,2. Then t Ox?, is sent by 1,6 to 
3. Let t denote the rooted tree consisting of four nodes such that the 
root has one child labeled E,,, the child of the root has one child labeled 
EYZ, and the grandchild of the root has one child labeled E;,,. Then t 0 xj, 
is sent by $ to 
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4. Let t denote the rooted tree consisting of four nodes such that the 
root has one child labeled E,.,, and the child of the root has two children 
labeled EyL and E;.,. Then t Ox,, is sent by $ to 
1 c(lj, Ik)c-:;l,,;(~,)C~(ll~)C::(l’j). 
j.k= I .,.., 11, 
LEMMA 16. j=$-(dOI,.*). 
Proof Since 
it follows that 
Composing these maps with the map p 0 a H p . a I .V = O proves the lemma. 
We next prove a lemma which simplifies writing 
Ey,-.E;.,(x,,)I.=,, 
in terms of the coefftcients of the polynomials defining the derivations 
E E,,. 1 , . . . . 
LEMMA 17. Let E,,? . E;., E R( E,, . . . . E, > and let xl, E V*. Then 
Ei.,...E,.l(xI~)I.=o=c 1 C(l;f)..-C(m:1), 
P’2,. ..{‘“I 
where the first sum is taken over all labeled heap labeled trees 
t = t(Ei., , . . . . EJ with m + 1 nodes, whose root has one child. 
Proof: We have 
E;,“~...E,.,(s,)/,=,=X(E;,;..Ey,O.~~, 
=So(~(E,,m--.E;.,)O.~~‘) 
=c c C(1; t)...C(m; t), 
IQ. IL,, 
where the first sum in the last member of the equation is taken over all 
heap labeled trees t = ‘(I?,,,, . . . . E.J with m + 1 nodes, whose root has one 
child. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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EXAMPLE 18. See Example 1 for unexplained notation. Using Lemma 
17, we can now write down formulae for higher order derivations acting on 
linear monomials in terms of the coefficients of the defining derivations: 
k=l 
k = I,...,d? 
j= l,....dl 
+ c &(lk IA c:;,l;(rl)C~(rr)C~(y3). 
j,k= l,...d, 
Also 
= 2 d 
k= i...:,:; 
j= 1, . ..dl 
+ c C~~,,k(Yl)Cf:(Y2)C~(Y~)c~(~~) 
/= l.....d~ 
/,k= 1, . ..d. 
+ c c:;,Ik(YI)C~~(Y2)C~(Y4)Ca(Y3) 
/= l,....d, 
j.k= l....,dl 
+ c C~~,lk(Y1)CT:(V~)C~(~~)c~k(~~) 
/= l,...,d> 
j, k = 1. ._., dl 
These are examples of the systems of nonlinear algebraic equations that 
were mentioned in the introduction and at the beginning of this section. In 
the next section we will see how the solution of these systems can be 
reduced to solving a sequence of linear equations. 
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5. THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we prove a theorem which allows us to compute 
E:, . E;., . -I-~ I.y = 0 in terms of similar expressions involving smaller 
products of the E;.,. We first prove a lemma which describes 1+6(r@s,) in 
terms of smaller trees. Note that if the E, are homogeneous of degree I and 
if .uI1 has weight nz, only trees t E YY( E,, . . . . Eh,) with nl + 1 nodes, such 
that the root of t has one child, result in $(t, si,) being nonzero. In fact 
LEMMA 19. Assume t E 6VY(E,. . . . . E,,) has m + 1 nodes, and that the 
root oft has only one &i/d. Moreooer, assume that this child has 1 children, 
and let s, , . . . . s, denote the subtrees formed bl, atiaching new’ roots to the 1 
s&trees w)hose roots are the grandchildren qf the root oft. Let x, E V*. Then 
ProojI We name the nodes of the tree other than the root by 1, . . . . m, 
and to the node i we associate the summation index v,. In particular, we 
assume that the child of the root is 1, and that the grandchildren of the 
root are 2, . . . . I + 1. 
Assume that the lemma holds for trees t E YF(E, , . . . . E,), with fewer 
than m + 1 nodes. We compute 
Now 
I 
=E(Vz, . . . . V/+lk::; ,..,, ,.,+,(1’1). 
Let k, . . . . k’ be the nodes in the subtree whose root is the grandchild j+ 1 
of the root of t. Recall that S, is formed from this subtree by attaching it 
to a new root. Now 
‘h,@X,,/+,) = c C(k). . . C(k’). 
vi,..., l’i 
Decomposing C(2). . C(m) into factors corresponding to the subtrees 
whose roots are the grandchildren of the root of t, and replacing v,+ , by 
p,, we see that the lemma follows. 
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We now prove our main result: 
THEOREM 20. Let E7,,, . . E.,, E R( E, , . . . . E, ) be of the form 
E,, = c c;(y,)-~‘D~,, 
P i 
and let X,,E V*. Then 
Er;..E,.;.~~lI.=o=~ 1 &@I, -,~)c:: ,...., ,(YI) 
I’,...., In 
. (4,,,, . . . E,, , . x,, I .y = 0) . . . (E,,k . . . E,, . x,, I y = o), 
where the firs1 sum is taken over all partitions ((j,, , .--, j,,,}, . . . . 
Lik, , . . . . jk4} ) of the set { 2, . . . . m}. 
ProojI Apply Lemma 16 and Lemma 13 to get 
Now Lemma 11 implies that this is equal to 
C~(e--e,;,-{(a,,,,(E,,,,,...,E, ,,,),...r~,k,~(EY,t ,,..., ,,k)))@x,,), 
where the sum is taken over ail partitions { {jlI, . . . . j,,,), . . . . {j,,, . . . . jam )} 
of the set (2, . . . . m). Now Lemma 19 implies that this is equal to 
1 1 4~1, . . . . P&; ,,.... ,,(YI~%&,,> ...) E, ,,,, )@x,,) 
PL.....llk 
which in turn is equal to 
where the first sum is taken over all partitions { {j,, , . ..., j,,,}, . . . . 
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f ,I~,, . . . . j,,k) } of the set 12, . . . . WZ]. Now Lemma 13 implies that this is 
equal to 
(E,.(,,, . E;,,,, -y1i3 I , = o 1 bQiik . Eyik, .~/j~ I r = o 1, 
where the first sum is taken over all partitions { {j,r, . . . . j,,, ), . . . . 
{jkl, . . . . jk,k} ) of th e set j2, . . . . m ). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
EXAMPLE 21. This is a continuation of the previous examples. Note 
that the equations given here are all linear in the c’s: 
EY,(X,rLO=4%4 
EB2Es,(~zr)Ir=o= c c::(Y,)E~~(-K~,)/.~:=o , = I. ‘I, 
E:.,E,zE:.,(.u3r)I.r=O= c c:~(Y,)E,,E,~(-\-~,)I,.=~ 
, = 1. .._ ‘12 
+ c E(lj, lk)C ::,,k(YI)~Y2(~~I,)I.r=O~~i(~~Y1h-)l.~=o. 
,. k = I, . d, 
Also 
= c C~J(Y,)E,,E,.,E;,,(.u3,)1.~=0 
j= I. . 4 
+ c 4?h lk)c~j,,k(YI)(E;‘~Ei’z(X*k)I r=O~T4(-~1,)l r=O 
j= l,....dl 
k = I....dz 
+~~4~~Z~.~~~~Ir=o~;‘i~~~,i~I.r=o+~~4~.;,~~~~~Ir=o~;~~~.~,~~Ir=~~ 
+ 1 E(k lk WC;;.,,,,, Yl ( )E~~(-~~j)l.r:=oEy,(X~k)Ir=~E;~~(~~~,)I\-=~. 
,,k.l= I d, 
(Note that 42j, lk)= 1.) 
Assume for the moment that the coefficients 
E,,(-y,,)l,zo, . . . . E,;~~E,,,(x,)l,=, 
of the equations above are given for all higher order derivations of length 
less than or equal to d, and that our task is to determine the c;;,,,,,,,,(y) so 
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that the equations above hold. The motivation for this was given in the 
introduction. We now present an algorithm for determining whether or not 
a solution exists, and for finding the solution if it does exist. 
1. Solve the first set of equations for all c:(y). This is always 
possible. 
2. For 1 equal to 2, . . . . d, determine whether or not the Ith system of 
linear equations has a solution. If it does, find the solution; if it does not, 
the original system of equations has no solution. 
6. ACTIONS ON MONOMIALS 
In this section we derive a formula which describes the action of higher 
order derivations on monomials in terms of derivations of lower order 
acting on linear terms, which we can compute using Theorem 20. 
THEOREM 22. 
E Ym . ..E., .x,~ ..~.x;J~=~ 
=xx(E, ,,,, . ..E.,,,,~.u,~;,,l..=n)~~~(Ei,k,k...E;.,~,.~~~~~~)/~=~). 
n 
where the first sum ranges over all permutations IT of the multi-set {i,, . . . . ik}, 
and the second sum ranges over all k-fold partitions .( (j,, , . . . . j,,,]., . . . . 
Ijkl , . . ..jklk)) of (1, . . . . m}. 
Proof: From the definition of $ and the fact that the only trees t for 
which $(t)x,, ... x,~ is nonzero are those whose root has exactly k children, 
we have that 
-cl . . . EY,(.x,, .. ..xik) = a,(E,.,, . . . . E,,)(x,, ....x,~) 
= cm,JEy,, . . . . E,,)(x,, . . .-u,,). 
From Lemma 12, it follows that 
where the sum ranges over all k-fold partitions {(jr,, . . . . j,,,}. . . . . 
(jkl, . . . . jklk}} of { 1, . . . . m>. 
From the definition of $, we have that if t = t 0.. ‘0 t,, where the root 
of each t, has exactly one child, then 
$( t)(x,, . x,~) = 1 R(m) . R( 1 )D,, Dllk~~I, . ..Y,~. 
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Note that 
where 7c ranges over all permutations of the multi-set {iI, . . . . ik}. Grouping 
each fi/l,,n,r,I with the R(s) which correspond to nodes in the subtree t,, we 
see that 
where x ranges over all permutations of the multi-set (iI, . . . . ik}. We sum 
over all labeled heap labeled trees t(E;,,. . . . . E,,) whose root has exactly k 
children to get that 
where the second sum in the last member of the equation ranges over all 
k-fold partitions { {jll, . . . . j,,,}, . . . . {jk, , . . . . jkik} ) of { 1, . . . . m). The theorem 
now follows. 
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